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Value Partners: Traffic, Insights, Effectiveness and Range, Four Key 
Motivations for O2O 

Caijing, 11 August 

 

Caijing has published an article titled “Value Partners: Traffic, Insights, Effectiveness and Range, Four Key 
Motivations for O2O” based on Value Partners recently published whitepaper, “Online to Offline: What is In 
for Traditional Retailers”. The article gives an overview of the latest approaches adopted by traditional 
retailers while trying to integrate successfully online resources with their exiting offline physical assets. It 
discussed that as a result of the rapid development in smartphone usage and mobile internet, O2O naturally 
blossoms and becomes an item on the CEO’s agenda of many traditional retailers, in particular of those who 
manage their own brands or assortment. This article aims at giving an overview of the latest approaches 
adopted by such retailers while trying to integrate successfully online resources with their exiting offline 
physical assets. As traditional retailers evolve in the digital market, many of these players have tried 
developing O2O strategies to best leverage upon their current offline physical presence. In more mature 
markets, retailers have found success in customizing their online strategies based on their inherent and 
established physical retail characteristics and strengths. Their success stories have four key motivations 
(TIER) in common, which have led them into O2O initiatives. Online resources have always been used to 
attract customers and incite them into visiting the retailer’s physical stores. In China both popularity and 
usage of online mobile payments are growing. That’s why retailers have introduced such payment methods in 
a bid to steer shoppers to their physical stores. It also quoted Thomas Wu, Partner of Value Partners Hong 
Kong Office, that “Deeper smart phone penetration, greater adoption of social networks, an increase in the 
usage and advancement of QR/bar code technologies and of mobile application and payment methods have 
all grown to varying degrees in the various markets.” 
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What Are the Targets of Traditional Retailers Doing O2O 

International Business Daily, 13 August 

 

International Business Daily has published an article titled “What Are the Targets of Traditional Retailers 
Doing O2O”, authored by Gaochao Li. The article discussed that as a result of the rapid development in 
smartphone usage and mobile internet, O2O naturally blossoms and becomes an item on the CEO’s agenda 
of many traditional retailers, in particular of those who manage their own brands or assortment. This article 
aims at giving an overview of the latest approaches adopted by such retailers while trying to integrate 
successfully online resources with their exiting offline physical assets. As traditional retailers evolve in the 
digital market, many of these players have tried developing O2O strategies to best leverage upon their 
current offline physical presence. In more mature markets, retailers have found success in customizing their 
online strategies based on their inherent and established physical retail characteristics and strengths. Their 
success stories have four key motivations (TIER) in common, which have led them into O2O initiatives. 
Online resources have always been used to attract customers and incite them into visiting the retailer’s 
physical stores. In China both popularity and usage of online mobile payments are growing. That’s why 
retailers have introduced such payment methods in a bid to steer shoppers to their physical stores. It also 
quoted Thomas Wu, Partner of Value Partners Hong Kong Office, that “Deeper smart phone penetration, 
greater adoption of social networks, an increase in the usage and advancement of QR/bar code technologies 
and of mobile application and payment methods have all grown to varying degrees in the various markets.” 
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